Gustavus Theatre and Dance Presents

SHARED SPACE 2020

Directed By: Hannah Saunders & Amanda Hoffman ’22

EXPERIENCE A SELECTION OF DANCE FOR FILM PERFORMANCES FROM INDIVIDUAL STUDENT CHOREographers

STREAMING ONLINE

December 3 | 7:00 PM
December 6 | 4:00 PM
Cast

Elyse Doeden '23, Music Education

Abbie Doran '23, Computer Science & Math

Jack Fischer '21, Dance

Jessica Herbrand '24, Undeclared

Kathryn Hicks '21, History

Amanda Hoffman '22, Biology, Geography & Environmental Studies

Lillian Kline '22, Theatre & Dance

Tessa Longshore '23, Dance

Kaitlin McCoskey '22, English

Katie Odell '22, Communication Studies

Cascade Oppitz '23, English & Dance

Ahna Pedersen '23, Chemistry Education

Karmen Peter '23, Undeclared

Katie Rhoten '21, Psychology Honors & Dance

Hannah Saunders '22, Biology & Dance

Molly Smerillo '23, Psychology

Lauren Stute '24, Nursing

Sydney Timm '23, Sociology/Anthropology & English

Sam Tonjes '21, Exercise Physiology & Dance

Kristen Ziegler '21, Elementary Education
Choreographer
Katie Rhoten

Dancers
Jessica Herbrand, Ahna Pedersen, Katie Rhoten, and Hannah Saunders

Music
Bon Iver, "21 Moon Water," and Volcano Choir, "Island, IS"

Filming
Katie Rhoten and Amanda Hoffman

Editing
Katie Rhoten
GIRL IN RED

Choreographer
Amanda Hoffman

Dancers
Katie Odell, Cascade Oppitz, Lillian Kline and Hannah Saunders

Music
SOHN and Metropole Orkest, "Signal"

Filming
Amanda Hoffman

Editing
Amanda Hoffman
Offering Praise

Choreographer
Lillian Kline

Dancer
Lillian Kline

Music
Tally Hall, "A Lady" and Kriill, "Green Jewels"

Filming
Oaklee Ringeisen

Editing
Lillian Kline

Costuming
Lucy Callender
A Cold Day on Lake Wabana

Choreographer
Katie Odell

Dancers
Amanda Hoffman, Cascade Oppitz, and Kaitlin McCoskey

Music
Cycus Reynolds and Foliol, "Finder"

Filming
Katie Odell

Editing
Amanda Hoffman
Choreographer
Sam Tonjes

Dancer
Sydney Timm

Music
Eskamon, "Fine Objects"

Filming
Sam Tonjes

Editing
Sam Tonjes
Choreographer
Kathryn Hicks and Dancers

Dancers
Elyse Doeden, Amanda Hoffman, Karmen Peter, Tessa Longshore, Katie Odell, Lauren Stute, and Sydney Timm

Filming
Kathryn Hicks, Amanda Hoffman, Elyse Doeden

Editing
Kathryn Hicks

Costuming
Julie Longshore

Music
Giorgio Tskhadadze, "Despacito, Medieval Version"; Beedle the Bardcore, "WAP, Medieval Version"; Georgeus Kolkh, "Young and Beautiful, Medieval Cover"; Medieval Bops, "Gimme! Gimme! Gimme! Medieval Cover"; Middle Ages, "Dancing Queen Medieval Cover"; and Beedle the Bardcore, "Survivor Medieval Version"
THE SEXUAL BODY

**Choreographer**
Hannah Saunders

**Dancers**
Abbie Doran, Jessica Herbrand, Amanda Hoffman, Katie Odell, Hannah Saunders, Molly Smerillo, and Kristen Ziegler

**Music**
Marian Hill, "Got It"

**Filming**
Katie Rhoten assisted by Annika Silverberg, Ella Johnson, and Meghan Sinn

**Editing**
Hannah Saunders
Choreographer
Tessa Longshore

Dancer
Tessa Longshore

Music
Bhole Surfers, "Pepper"

Filming
Taylor Henderson and Cole Fischer

Editing
Tessa Longshore
Choreographer
Jack Fischer

Dancers
Elyse Doeden, Abbie Doran, Jack Fischer, Tessa Longshore, Ahna Pedersen, Karmen Peter, Molly Smerillo, Kristen Ziegler and Phebo

Music
Sylvan Esso, "Sound" and Kishi Bashi, "I am the Antichrist To You"

Filming
Jack Fischer and Dancers

Editing
Jack Fischer and Amanda Hoffman
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